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Corridorsas conduits for small animals:attainable distances
dependingon movementpattern, boundaryreaction and
corridorwidth
Lutz Tischendorf and Christian Wissel

Tischendorf,L. and Wissel, C. 1997. Corridorsas conduits for small animals:
attainabledistancesdependingon movementpattern,boundaryreactionand corridor
width. - Oikos 79: 603-611.
Corridorsare supposedto facilitateand conductmovingindividualsbetweenhabitat
remnantswithinan otherwiseinhospitablelandscape.Despitethe scientificinterestin
corridors,their functionas conduitsis open to question.In this paper we present
hypotheticalanswersto this questionbasedon simulationsof individualmovements
and spatially
throughcorridors.Our genericmodelingapproachis individual-based
explicit.The model is designedto simulateconceivablemovementsof smallanimals
throughline corridorswith clear boundariessuch as hedgerows.The parametersof
the individualmovementscorrespondwith empiricaldata of trackingstudies.We
definethe transitionprobabilityas the likelihoodthat moving individualsattain a
distant target area within a certain period of time. We determinethe transition
probabilitybased on distancefrequencydistributions.Our results show how the
transitionprobabilitydepends on the degree of movement autocorrelation,the
returningangle at boundariesand the corridorwidth. In general, the transition
The
probabilityis essentiallydeterminedby the degreeof movementautocorrelation.
relativeimportanceof both the returningangleat boundariesand the corridorwidth
on the transitionprobabilityincreaseswith higherdegreesof movementautocorrelation. With increasingcorridorwidth the transitionprobabilityincreasesasymptotically towards an upper level dependingon movementvelocity and time. Consequently,the corridorwidthhas to be regardedas the maineasilymodifiedaspectfor
controllingtransitionprobabilities.We use our findingsto discussthe issue of an
optimumcorridorwidth.We take up the importanteffectsof movementcanalization
within corridorsand the way corridorsinfluenceboth mortality en route and
movementvelocity. We comparethe consequencesof these effects on transition
probabilitiesto situationswithoutcorridorsin orderto evaluatecorridorsin a more
unbiasedfashion.
L. Tischendorfand C. Wissel, Dept of Ecological Modelling, Centrefor Environmental
Research Ltd, Permoser Strafie 15, D-04318 Leipzig, Germany (luti@oesa.ufz.de)

Almost all natural landscapes are usually fragmented
for each species because resources are scattered across
the landscape. Most species are adapted to this natural
kind of fragmentation which also enables the coexistence of various species within a landscape. However,
human impact on a landscape scale results in the reduction of natural habitats and simultaneously leads to the

isolation of habitat remnants due to partitioning of the
landscape with barriers (e.g. arterial roads or agricultural areas). This kind of fragmentation restricts native
species to the smaller habitat remnants and additionally
impedes the movement of these species between them
(e.g. Mader 1984, Merriam et al. 1989, Fahrig et al.
1995, Vermeulen 1995). Consequently, the size of native
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populations and also their survival probabilities decrease. To analyze and evaluate the survival probabilities of species in fragmented landscapes, island
biogeographic theory (McArthur and Wilson 1967) has
been applied, while metapopulation theory (Hanski
1989) and landscape ecology (Forman and Godron
1986) have among others been developed (see Dawson
1994). This theoretical work demonstrates that the survival probability for species in fragmented landscapes
depends on recolonization after local extinctions. Recolonization depends on the exchange of individuals
between habitat remnants which has to be accomplished by individual movements across heterogeneous,
more or less hospitable landscapes. Therefore all these
theoretical approaches are based on individual movements whose study "deserves a key position within all
disciplines of ecology" (Ims 1995).
Because movements are restricted in cultural landscapes as mentioned above, the idea of corridors arose
as a way of overcoming this restriction. Corridors are
thought to conduct species across an inhospitable landscape toward isolated habitat remnants. Corridors have
been of scientific interest for about 30 yr and have also
been created in landscapes on different scales. For
example small strips of vegetation known as hedgerows
or fencerows form extensive networks in agricultural
landscapes especially in western Europe. Many experimental findings (e.g. Lorenz and Barrett 1990, Merriam
and Lanoue 1990, Soule and Gilpin 1991, LaPolla and
Barrett 1993, Lindenmayer and Nix 1993, Bennett et al.
1994, Demers et al. 1995, Vermeulen 1995, Andreassen
et al. 1996) and discussions (e.g. Forman 1983, Noss
1987, Simberloff and Cox 1987, Harrison 1992, Hobbs
1992, Bonner 1994, Dawson 1994) have been published. We do not want to repeat this extensive discussion, but we would like to draw the reader's attention
to Saunders and Hobbs (1991) and a very critical and
constructive review by Dawson (1994). Despite this
effort, the function of corridors as conduits remains at
issue.
The purpose of this paper is to adopt some crucial
aspects often emphasized in former publications. We
present a generic simulation model which is adapted to
small-scale or line corridors such as hedgerows with
clear boundaries. Such corridors can serve small animals as extended habitats by catering not only to their
daily needs but also their seasonal movements. We
address the question of the extent to which such corridors are capable of connecting otherwise isolated habitat remnants. To answer this, it is crucial to get an idea
of the distances achievable by moving individuals
through corridors. We use our simulation model to
systematically ascertain the impact of three separate
factors (movement autocorrelation, returning angle at
the boundary and corridor width) on these attainable
distances. In particular we are interested in the relative
importance of these three factors. Based on our simula604

tions we will discuss the issue of an optimum corridor
width. Furthermore, we assess the value of corridors by
referring to the destination function of corridors by
which individuals are steered along a line towards a
target site or region within a landscape. Here we compare our results with simulations in a homogeneous
reference situation where individuals could move without spatial restrictions in all directions.
With this work we are responding to the appeal
expressed in Dawson (1994: 65) and in Friend (1991:
405) to use the power of simulation models to overcome the present theoretical problems concerning corridors as conduits. Although the model is based on
hypothetical assumptions concerning movement description and boundary reaction, our approach is
closely related to empirical work, i.e. our model
parameters are very compatible with data of tracking
studies and can directly be obtained in field experiments. Hints for the design of field experiments and
clues for crucial information required for more specific
models can therefore be derived from the results of our
generic simulation model.

Model
Our model is based on a special methodology we
developed for generally modeling individual movements
in heterogeneous landscapes. We refer to the complete
description in Tischendorf (1995, unpubl.).
The corridor model is designed as illustrated in Fig.
1. The whole area is covered with two different patch
types, hospitable habitat surrounded by inhospitable
habitat. A border between them acts as a barrier for
moving individuals. The hospitable habitat is shaped as
a rectangular strip divided into three patches: habitat,
starting area and corridor. Boundaries between these
patches of equal type are permeable. During simulation
we only change the width of the habitat strip. The
length of the corridor exceeds the attainable distances
of the moving individuals in order to preclude errors
due to possible reactions at the right end.
We use a neutral unit of distance measurement for
landscape and movement step lengths called lu. This
measurement defines the relationship between the
movement step length and the size of the patches of the
landscape.
Individuals are modeled in an object-oriented way,
i.e. individuals are defined in terms of objects (see e.g.
Silvert 1993). Each individual has a pair of coordinates
among other state variables. Because individual positions are points and not areas, movement patterns can
be defined vector-based using frequency distributions
for step sizes and angles. The movement pattern is
described by two parameters, step length and step angle
(see Kareiva and Shigesada 1983). Step length is ranOIKOS 79:3 (1997)

domly drawn from a negative exponential distribution
with a mean of 1 lu. The angle between two consecutive
steps of movement determines the degree of autocorrelation and is also taken randomly from a stochastic
distribution. Based on the biologically plausible assumption that each individual exhibits a movement
pattern between two extremes - random walk and
directed movement - we model three different movement patterns by using symmetrical distributions for
the step angle with the following characteristics:
1. random walk (RW); uniform distribution between
-n and +7C
2. correlated walk (CW); normal distribution; mean 0;
SD = r7/6 (0.5236)
3. directed walk (DW); normal distribution; mean = 0;
SD = x/30 (0.105)
In addition, boundary reactions have to be defined. A
boundary encounter is detected if an individual has
crossed the boundary. After such boundary crossing,
the individual is put back to the previous position from
which the next position is calculated by adding special
step angles to the angle of the previous movement step
(see Fig. lb-d). Because of this setting back, individuals will return before they really encounter the border
line. The attainable distance to the border line varies
within the range of the modeled movement step length.
We regard this implementation as biologically meaningof the corridormodel
Spatialconfiguration

habitat
Inhospitable

Initial
movement
Initialmovement
direction
lb c

ful because each organism might perceive a boundary
with an individual detection distance and react in advance. We distinguish between three different boundary
reactions. Firstly, we model a reflection (Fig. lb). Secondly, an angle of +90? or -90? is added to the
previous step angle so that the next position lies inside
the original patch (Fig. lc). Thirdly, we add 180? to the
step angle (Fig. Id), so that the individual returns in the
opposite direction. We do not determine the transition
probability by counting individuals, at the right end of
the corridor. Instead, starting from the initial positions
of the individuals, we calculate distance frequency distributions. Note that individuals may return due to
boundary reactions or stochastic properties of the
movement pattern and therefore can move in both
directions, to the right into the corridor (positive) and
to the left into the habitat (negative). We only count
individuals which covered 'positive' distances because
they determine the transition along the corridor. We
use the distance frequency distributions to calculate a
transition probability which is defined as the likelihood
that an individual covers a certain (positive) distance,
and therefore attains a defined target area, within simulation time.
Simulations are run with 500 individuals moving
independently of each other for 100 time steps. Initially,
individuals are uniformly distributed inside the starting
area. Their initial direction or starting angle is set to
zero (see Fig. 1). Each simulation is carried out with
uniform boundary reactions.

Results
Movements without a corridor - reference case

Initially we simulate our three defined movement patterns under homogeneous conditions. We place the 500
.-individuals in a central area from which they accomLength --plish 100 movement steps without any spatial restrica)
tion in all directions. We determine relative distance
frequency distributions for each movement pattern
(Fig. 2a-c). These distributions provide information
Boundaryreactions
about how many individuals achieve a certain distant
area within the given period of time. This reflects the
displacement potential of the movement pattern which
has also been of interest in terms of a mathematical
analysis of the mean or mean squared displacement by
Kareiva and Shigesada (1983) and McCulloch and Cain
(1989). As one can see in Fig. 2, simulated distance
'reflection'
'turnaround'
'turnback'
frequency distributions provide much more information
a'= -a
a=+/- 90
a= 180?
than their mean value alone, especially in cases where
Fig. 1. (a) Spatial configurationof the corridormodel. Inisome individuals displace over essentially larger dis500
individuals
are
within
distributed
the
tially,
uniformly
starting area moving independentof each other forced by tances than the average and the distribution becomes
threedifferentstochasticmovementpatterns.(b, c, d) Individuals returnat the boundaryto the inhospitablehabitatwith very asymmetrical.
We calculate the inverse distribution functions of the
three differentangles whereassimulationsare run with uniform returningangles.
distance frequency distributions (Fig. 2d-f), which exHabitat
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press the probability that an individual covers a certain
distance within the given period of time. We will use the
curves of Fig. 2d-f as references for our further results.
However, these reference cases are only valid with
respect to the distances attainable by moving individuals. Because corridors canalize movements in one direction, the transition probability includes a spatial aspect,
the achieving of a defined target area. We will take up
this important aspect below.

Movement pattern and boundary reaction
We carry out simulations as explained above. We simulate all the movement patterns combined with each
boundary reaction separately in corridors 2 lu and 20 lu
wide. We calculate transition probabilities for the corridor (positive direction) based on the computed distance
frequency distributions. The results are shown in Fig.
3a-i.
At first we observe that almost all the results show
common features. Except for the 2 lu wide corridor in
Fig. 3b the transition probabilities along the corridor
completely lie below the reference curves. Although
the transition probability is not really comparable with
the displacement under homogeneous conditions (as
mentioned above), this representation makes clear
how strongly the movement velocities are reduced by
the different boundary reactions and corridor widths.
In general, the displacement potential of almost all
movement patterns is reduced, but with different
strengths for different subsets of the individuals.
We will focus on the special case displayed in Fig. 3b.
Here the transition probability exceeds partly the covered distances under homogeneous conditions. That
means a portion of individuals is able to cover larger
distances within a corridor than without any spatial
606
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Fig. 2. Referencecase. (a-c)
Distancefrequency
distributionsof the three
movementpatternsunder
homogeneousconditions.
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distancewithinsimulation
time.

Distance(lu)

restriction. In this special case stochasticity of the CW
is partly outweighed by the deterministic reflection at
the boundary which speeds up the overall movement
resulting in larger displacements within the same period
of time.
Another common feature of the results is that the
transition probability at length '0' is reduced by 0.5,
due to the fact that individuals return inside the corridor and walk in both directions. In our model they
leave the corridor toward the 'habitat'. The amount of
this reduction can be interpreted as a returning probability within the corridor. This returning probability
increases with decreasing movement autocorrelation
with one remarkable exception in Fig. 3g. The returning probability for the RW combined with 'Turn back'
is very low. We did not expect such strong influence of
this boundary reaction on the movement directness of
RW. So we are also astonished at the opposite effect
for 'Reflection' and RW as shown in Fig. 3a. These
results were confirmed by additional simulations we
carried out in corridors 3-5 lu wide.
The comparison of the diagrams in Fig. 3 shows two
systematic differences. Firstly, the transition probability
is predominantly determined by the movement pattern
and decreases clearly with decreasing movement autocorrelation. Secondly, as the degree of movement autocorrelation increases, both the type and the quantity
(varied by the corridor width) of boundary reactions
more strongly affect the transition probability. From
these results we can conclude that both the way individuals move and their returning behavior at boundaries
determine the transition probability along corridors.
While more correlated movement patterns result in
comparatively higher transition probabilities, the relative importance of both the type of boundary reaction
and the corridor width for the transition probability
increases.
OIKOS 79:3 (1997)

Fig. 3. Transition
probabilitiesdetermined
from distancefrequency
distributionsfor all
simulatedmovement
patternscombinedwith all
boundaryreactionsthrough
two corridorswith different
widths(2 lu and 20 lu). The
comparisonof the transition
probabilitieswith the
referencecurvesshows that
the movementvelocityor
the displacementprobability
are reduceddifferently
withincorridors.Exceptfor
(b), wherethe transition
probabilitypartlyexceeds
the referencecurve.In this
specialcase the stochasticity
of the movementpattern
itself is outweighedby the
deterministic'Reflection'.
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We determine the effect of corridor width on the transition probability by examining the mechanism responsible for the asymptotic increase of the transition
probability with increasing corridor width as also found
by Soule and Gilpin (1991).
The transition probability depends on the small scale
velocity (movement step length within a time step), the
degree of autocorrelation of subsequent movement
steps, and the influence of landscape structure dependent behaviors such as boundary reactions. The last of
these plays a crucial part in explaining corridor width,
which determines the number of boundary reactions.
This quantitative boundary impact is determined by the
frequency of boundary encounters for which we introduced a measure, the relative boundary pressure (BP).
BP is calculated by dividing the total number of all
boundary encounters by the product of the number of
time steps and the number of individuals. Hence, BP
gives the mean frequency of boundary encounters per
movement and time step. We have found by another
model (Tischendorf et al. unpubl.) that BP and the
perimeter:arearatio (P/A) of a patch are linearly correlated independent of movement patterns and patches
OIKOS 79:3 (1997)
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size and shape (Fig. 4a). Hence, P/A clearly determines
BP and therefore the number of boundary reactions.
Fig. 4b shows how P/A is related to the width of thin
and elongated strips such as corridors. As one can see,
P/A decreases asymptotically with increasing width.
Consequently BP decreases approximately in the same
way (Fig. 4c) because of the linear relationship between
BP and P/A. Based on this finding we explain why the
transition probability increases asymptotically with increasing corridor width.
Unlike Soul6 and Gilpin (1991), we did not examine
mortality near or at boundaries. We have concentrated
on what individuals might do if encountering a
boundary that acts as a barrier and have investigated
the situation where individuals are diverted at
boundaries. Such returning boundary behavior is linked
to a more or less sharp change in the movement
direction. In most cases the autocorrelation of the
movement pattern decreases. Less autocorrelated movement patterns result in smaller displacements and hence
in smaller transition probabilities. Consequently as corridor width decreases, the transition probability is increasingly reduced except for CW and DM combined
with 'Reflection' (Fig. 3b, c) and RW combined with
'Turn back' (Fig. 3g). It is not possible to state a
607

uniform relationship for this reduction, for the transition probability is not reduced uniformly along the
corridor length (see also Fig. 3). However, it is significant that generally the increase of the transition probability with decreasing corridor width follows a curve
that is approximately inversely related to that of Fig. 4c
and therefore shows an asymptotic shape (Fig. 5). The
saturation level of the transition probability depends on
the distance and the movement velocity of the individuals. This upper level therefore corresponds to the reference curves as shown in Fig. 2d-f. That means the
upper level to which the transition probability rises
decreases with larger distances within a fixed period of
time.
Our finding as well as that of Soule and Gilpin (1991)
contradicts the hypothesis of an optimum corridor
width, at least for the assumptions we made for our
model. The maximum width corresponds to the optimum because the transition probability shows no peak
at a medium width. This issue is taken up in the
discussion.
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Fig. 4. (a) The relative boundarypressure(BP) is linearly
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relationshipbetweenBP and the width of corridorsis determinedby the relationshipsof (a) and (b).
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Fig. 5. These curves correspondwith the simulations'DW'
combinedwith 'Turnaround'(see Fig. 2e) and show exemplary that the transitionprobabilityincreasesasymptotically
towardsan upperlevel. This asymptoticincreaseis basically
determinedby the relationshipsbetweenP/A and BP (see Fig.
4). The maximumattainabletransitionprobabilitydependson
movementvelocityand decreaseswithincreasingdistancefor a
fixed periodof time.

The significance of movement canalization
In this section we referto the 'destinationfunction'of
corridorsas conduits to steer individualsalong a line
toward a defined target area. Because of this spatial
aspect, the transitionprobabilityis a spatio-temporal
and a very local measure.We definedit above as the
probabilitythat an individualattains a distant target
area within simulationtime. From this point of view,
corridorsincreasethe probabilitiesfor movingindividuals findingisolated habitat remnants.We examinethe
effect of movementcanalizationand highlightits significancefor the generalevaluationof corridors.
The canalizationof individualmovementshas different consequences.With respect to our modeling assumptions, the movement velocity slows down
dependingon the boundaryimpactof corridors.While
the displacementprobabilityis reduced,corridorsfocus
moving individualstoward a target area within the
landscape. Consequently,the probabilityof meeting
specificlandscapelocations becomesessentiallyhigher
comparedwith the lack of canalization.We want to
explain this by assumingthat individualsare not restrictedin their movementdirectionand are not capable of findingtheir way over large distances.Starting
from a centralpoint, individualswoulddistributethemselveswithina circleaftera certainperiodof time. The
transitionprobabilityfor a certain target area within
this circlewould correspondto the portionof individuals found on that targetareadependingon both the size
of the targetarea and its distanceto the startingpoint.
If we assume that individuals distribute uniformly
within a small ring of a circle after moving a certain
period of time, the portion of individualson a target
area can roughlybe comparedwith a simplegeometric
ratio.We will use the geometricratio betweena rectanOIKOS 79:3 (1997)

gular target area located at a ring of a circle and the
area of this ring (Fig. 6a) to get a quantitative idea how
this portion reduces with increasing distance between
the starting place and the target area. Fig. 6b shows this
ratio for an arbitrary configuration. Because the portion of individuals on this target area further depends
on the displacement probability of the individuals, this
curve has to be multiplied with some of the reference
curves which would reduce it further. Although this
comparison is very approximate, it becomes clear that
the transition probability without any movement canalization would lie far beneath transition probabilities
promoted with corridors. This effect has to be taken
into account if corridors are evaluated, in particular for

specialists which movements are more likely canalized
by corridors.

Discussion

Our first result (Fig. 2) confirms that the degree of
movement autocorrelation of a species strongly determines its displacement capability under homogeneous
conditions (e.g. Marsh and Jones 1988, Cain 1991). As
the degree of movement autocorrelation increases, the
achievable distances enlarge and at the same time more
individuals attain shorter distances. We want to emphasize that the shape of the frequency distributions of
covered distances differs for various movement patterns
(see Fig. 2a-c). The entire distribution provides more
information than the mean value alone, in particular
when some individuals cover larger distances. Hence,
the mean displacement as calculated by Kareiva and
Shigesada (1983) is incomplete when describing the
displacement capability of a specific movement pattern.
Therefore evaluating the whole spectrum of covered
distances, as is possible using an individual-based simulation approach, is a step forward.
As we have found, the relative importance of the
returning behavior at boundaries increases simultaneously with the degree of movement autocorrelation.
While the number of boundary encounters determined
by the corridor width is fundamentally decisive for the
transition probability, knowledge of the concrete behavior at boundaries only seems to be important for
species moving in a straight line. Because it is difficult
to measure or to observe what individuals really do at
boundaries, this is an important hint for field experia)
ments. The detailed observation of this specific behavX Individual positions after displacement
ior is only important when individuals move fairly
+ 'Successful' individuals on the target area
randomly.
Our findings about the asymptotic increase of the
transition probability with increasing corridor width
agree with the model of Soule and Gilpin (1991) but
1
contradicts experimental results indicating an optimum
. 0.8width as for example by Andreassen et al. (1996). The
` 0.6modeling results are based on the assumptions that
individuals return at boundaries or, as in the Soule and
0 0.4Gilpin model, are more likely to die near boundaries.
c
These assumptions share a common feature. Each
0.2-'
boundary encounter reduces the transition probability.
I
I
i
0
Therefore the asymptotic increase of the transition
0
30
60
90
120
probability is strongly determined by the number of
b)
Distance or radiusr (lu)
boundary encounters and the way it changes with inFig. 6. (a) If individualsmove withoutany canalizationthey creasing corridor width (Fig. 4c). An optimum width
would distributeuniformlywithin a ring of a circle after a
certaintime. Basedon this assumptionthe subsetfound on a would correspond with a peak of the transition probadistanttargetarea can be comparedwith a simplegeometric bility. Because the two existing models do not exhibit
ratiobetweenthe targetareaand the areaof a ringof a circle, such behavior, but experimental results indicate an
Ar. (b) The geometricratio for a square 100 lu2 targetarea
and R = r + 10 lu is calculatedwith the formula: [100 optimum width, we have to consider the assumptions
lu2/(tc (R2- r2))]. This ratio lies far beneath most of the concerning boundary behaviors. It might be that more
transitionprobabilitiesof Fig. 3.
complex behavioral patterns within corridors influence
OIKOS 79:3 (1997)
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the transition probability. We want to give one possible
explanation here. Some species might use boundaries as
a form of guidance. That would imply a more correlated movement pattern along boundaries with a reduced probability of returning to the middle of the
corridor. As a result, more boundary encounters would
speed up individual movements and promote the transition probability. Consequently, smaller corridors would
increase the transition probability. An opposite effect
could be induced by psychological inhibition levels
which could prevent species from using small corridors
as hypothesized by Andreassen et al. (1996). Both
effects together could induce a maximum transition
probability for an optimum corridor width.
We want to discuss two additional aspects important
for the evaluation of corridors. As we have shown
above, the value of corridors can be estimated by
comparing the transition probability as a local measure
with situations without corridors. In addition to the
important effect of movement canalization, corridors
can reduce the so called mortality on the journey by
providing for the daily needs of moving individuals. It
is likely that mortality increases with time and distance
covered if individuals have to move across inhospitable
territory. This would particularly decimate the small
proportion of individuals managing large distances.
Because corridors contribute to lower and more balanced mortality probabilities, the transition probability
would increase relative to situations without corridors.
Another effect could reduce at least the maximum
attainable distances. It is known and documented for
some species (e.g. Baars 1979, Mauremooto et al. 1995,
Vermeulen 1995) that movement patterns vary among
different types of vegetation. Individuals often move
faster and in a more correlated fashion on inhospitable
terrain than on habitat-like areas. Hence, some individuals can cover larger distances within shorter periods of
time on open areas. In contrast to this conditional
acceleration, individual movements through habitat-like
corridors are slowed down due to daily activities and
often induced by a relatively high space resistance
within hedgerows. From this angle movements through
corridors appear "slow but sure" in contrast to "fast
but risky" moves across open or inhospitable areas. It
remains difficult to evaluate which strategy is more
successful for the task of recolonizing local habitat
remnants important for metapopulations.
It is noteworthy that the evaluation of the corridor
length depends on time. If corridors do not provide a
habitat for reproduction or hibernation, time becomes
strongly decisive, for unless individuals cross a corridor
during one activity period, it will act as a cul-de-sac.
The estimation of a maximum corridor length therefore
also depends on the temporal behavioral pattern of the
target species. Most hedgerows are probably much too
long rather than too narrow, at least for invertebrates
such as carabids (as we found in Tischendorf 1995).
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Finally, we want to stress that the results of the
presented model are a first step toward an urgently
needed understanding of the complex interactions between individual movements and landscapes. Hence,
our results have to be interpreted within the context of
the modeling assumptions. Various changes toward
more complex models are imaginable such as the incorporation of landscape dynamics, dynamic interactions
between movements and the landscape and more complex movement descriptions. However, such complexity
should be developed step by step and, whenever possible, closely linked with empirical studies. Our approach
lacks this direct link but provides insights in generic
relationships and sensitivities which may not be detectable using a very complex model adapted to a
certain species within a very concrete corridor situation.
Even though our model is a generic one, the model
parameters are the same as the data of empirical tracking studies. This permits the interpretation of empirical
studies within the frame of this model.

Conclusion
We simulated individual movements through narrow,
rectangular corridors. Our hypothetical model corresponds with small scale or line corridors such as
hedgerows with clear boundaries acting as barriers for
moving small animals. We estimated the transition
probability depending on the degree of movement autocorrelation, the returning angle at boundaries and the
corridor width. We found that individuals expressing a
higher degree of movement autocorrelation are capable
of covering essentially larger distances under homogeneous conditions but also within corridors. The returning behavior at boundaries is only significant for the
transition probability for species moving in a straight
line. The corridor width influences the transition probability for all modeled scenarios in a remarkable fashion,
because it fundamentally determines the frequency of
boundary encounters. Therefore corridor width generally has to be regarded as the significant structural
feature of corridors which can be most easily modified
to control transition probabilities.
We take our results as hypothetical references against
which concrete studies can and should be evaluated.
This can easily be done, because our model parameters
can directly be obtained in field experiments which
focus on movements of single individuals using for
example telemetry.
However, corridors should not only be evaluated by
a certain transition probability for a given species.
Corridors such as hedgerows often serve as additional
habitat areas across vast regions without habitats. Besides, hedgerows provide permanent vegetation in contrast to arable land which loses vegetation after
OIKOS 79:3 (1997)

harvesting. Additionally, they provide many other important abiotic features in agricultural landscapes such
as various microclimates and the reduction of soil
erosion by wind. Therefore they should generally be
established and maintained.

Mosaic landscapesand ecologicalprocesses.Chapman&
Hall, London,pp. 85-109.
Kareiva, P. M. and Shigesada,N. 1983. Analyzing insect
movementas a correlatedrandomwalk. - Oecologia56:
234-238.
LaPolla,V. N. and Barrett,G. W. 1993. Effectsof corridor
width and presenceon the populationdynamicsof the
meadow vole (Microtus pennsylvanicus). - Landscape Ecol.
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